Case #334 – “The Russian Connection”
Timeline
1. A storytelling submission was made for a Russian language blog article posted on Steemit
explaining how Kleros works.
2. The submitter and author of the blog omitted to include entries in the title, author and link
section of the submission form to Kleros Curate
3. The title, author and link to the blog article were then immediately provided as evidence by
the original submitter and author of the article as part of the submission to Kleros Curate
4. The following information was provided as an evidence submission:
Title: Kleros – обзор проекта и принцип его работы
(English: Kleros – Project overview and how it works)
Author: elizzium2018
Link: https://steemit.com/kleros/@elizzium2018/kleros-obzor-proekta-i-princip-ego-raboty
5. This submission was challenged on the basis that there was no content, no title, no author
and no link in the listing submission
6. The submitter submitted evidence notifying that the title, author and link had been
subsequently been provided as evidence and that the omission from the original submission
entry was due to human error
7. The challenger submitted a screenshot as evidence purporting to show a null website, which
was in fact a malformed URL on the part of the challenger
8. The first round voted in favor of the challenger

Appeal
Question 1 – Does the entry meet the criteria listed in the policy document?
Exhibit 1 – Kleros Storytelling Standard Impact Submissions – Policy Document
Link: https://ipfs.kleros.io/ipfs/QmNnADXFg9VrmjpkLUbaAD4vp41P1EnbvXNrDQTNscfXp5/
kleros-storytelling-standard-primary-document.pdf
In the policy document it states that jurors should Accept submissions that:
• Is shared across social networks by a few users.
Accept: An article, meme or tweet which is shared/liked by at least 5 users.
• Has a small audience on the platform it is posed
Accept: An article has been read at least 50 times.
• Share Kleros knowledge (explaining the juror process, the flow and structure of
dapps that integrate Kleros, the court process, etc).
Accept: A short forum post explaining how a dapp related to Kleros works.
Source – Page 1, Kleros Storytelling Standard Impact Submissions Policy Document
In additional all submissions should:
• Be mainly related to Kleros or dapps relying on it.
Accept: An article on Kleros or a video on Curate.
Reject: A general article on Ethereum with a single word mention of Kleros.
Source – Page 2, Kleros Storytelling Standard Impact Submissions Policy Document
In this scenario, it is clear that the entry meets the requirements for a submission.
Link: https://steemit.com/kleros/@elizzium2018/kleros-obzor-proekta-i-princip-ego-raboty

There is little doubt that this submission qualifies under the requirements of the policy
document.

Question 2 – Should the entry be refused on the basis that the form of the
submission had omitted entries?
There is no mention in policy document above of any explicit requirement for there to be a title,
author and link in the original submission.
In an ideal scenario these would be included in the original submission, however there is no explicit
requirement for these items to be included listed in the guidance documentation, and therefore we
must use what is available to us explicitly to form the basis of our judgement.
The front-end of Kleros Curate allows users to make submissions with no title, author or link. The
form fields could be hardcoded to validate data entered to ensure that entries are made, but there is
no data validation. This presents a scenario where users, who have no guidance explicitly telling
them that a title, author and link are required, could make submissions which are then challenged by
more savvy users at each opportunity resulting in the submitters losing their original stake and gas
fees. From this arises an inequitable situation which could end up having the effect of discouraging
users from making submissions and thus contributing to Kleros Storytelling.
There are submissions already registered which do not include a title or author:
No Title:
https://curate.kleros.io/tcr/0x7884a7ADf697e18357087FE8F994669042Af4ae9/0x7f25f9af2305fb5
afd7baeaeb008b8f21d9a9164b129b81a6aa9422fd8f5d179

No Author:
https://curate.kleros.io/tcr/
0x7884a7ADf697e18357087FE8F994669042Af4ae9/0xb2eb84e15d498678517744d59ba5bbbe915
577263e4f8c86a9dcbd561f61c2a3

I do not think it is fair to disallow this submission when there is no explicit policy regarding
the submission form, no data validation on the front-end and with other registered
submissions with omitted information.

Summary
1. It is clear the content of the submission itself – i.e. the blog article, meets the requirements
as laid out in the Kleros Curate Storytelling Policy documentation
2. There is no explicit guidance relating to the Curate submission form itself
3. There is no data validation on the front-end, meaning more experienced users can essentially
challenge farm cases from those who either make genuine mistakes or are not otherwise
aware of the need for these three specific entries to be made on submission, since there is no
guidance anywhere telling them that this is required
4. Other submissions are registered which omit information, yet meet the requirements of the
policy document – which is the same as the facts in this case
Dear jurors, I must ask you to consider these points objectively. The situation as it stands is that the
submitter has not objectively breached any rule or guidance laid down by Kleros Curate. They have
in fact met the requirements for submission.
In order to avoid a situation like this in the future, data validation could be added to the front-end or
explicit guidance on filling the form could be laid out to the end user during the submission process.
Currently there is neither, and therefore I believe in order to ensure justice is delivered within the
existing factual framework, the submitter should be allowed their submission.

In memory of debug:

